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Find out more about cable organizers, where cable organizers are typically used and the best cable
assembly services in the UK.
Cable organisation refers to the process by which cables in a certain electrical component are
organised and managed.
What are Cable Organisers?
Cable organisers support the cables while they are in use, and they make management of the cables
easier to maintain.
This is important to prevent wires becoming tangled and sometimes unplugged as a result of bad
organisation.
For example, in an industrial factory where there are hundreds of wires hooked up to all the different
machines, cable management can make it easier to identify which cable is faulty should something go
wrong.

There are several ways and products used for cable organisation. These include cable trays, cable
ladders, cable baskets and indicators.

Cable organisers are often designed and assembled by professionals who specialise in cable assembly.
Where are Cable Organisers used?
Cable management or organisation is often carried out in many fields requiring a large amount of
wiring to produce the required electrical outputs for the devices.

This is common in industries such as telecommunications, military, industrial, power distribution,
medical and automotive.

In these fields the machines, or the business, is dependent on the professional organisation of wires,
and cable organisers can help to protect them from becoming tangled.
The IT industry in particular needs cables to be easily identifiable as new cables need to be added or
removed on a regular basis, due to the constantly changing world of technology.
Cable Organiser Manufacturers UK
Hunter Cable Assembly Ltd is experienced in manufacturing cable products for customer’s specific
bespoke design requirements.
They also provide cable assembly services and are able to organise the wiring for your device(s) so
your facility can run smoothly and efficiently.
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